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Made in Italy

CONNECTIVITY
Router as Hot Spot - WiFi

New generation diagnostic device
designed to work with all types of
vehicles and communication
protocols with the various ECUs.
iONE CRUISER stands out because of
its communication and calculation
speed, flexibility and modularity.
These features combined with the
new software platform allow the
technician to work simultaneously on
several control units and work
environments, performing encodings,
adjustments and activations
immediately.
Powered internally by a SuperCap, it
does not require a battery,
guaranteeing a long-lasting service
life compared to common devices.
Its design and ergonomics help it to
stand out from the rest.

CONNECTIVITY
WiFi
Bluetooth 2.1 + EDR
USB 2.0 Full Speed Type C

Autentification,
updates, systems,
diagnosis …

iONE Cruiser

POWER SUPPLY

Data
collection

Internal
SuperCap
Compatible 12/24V
leds torch

Autentification,
updates, systems,
diagnosis …

Tablet as Hot Spot - WiFi
Led multicolour
status device

TORCH
FUNCTION

4G
LTE

4G

iONE Cruiser

LTE

Web
portal

Data
collection

OS

iONE CRUISER transforms working
standards, making the diagnosis
simple, intuitive and accessible to
everyone everywhere!

Web
portal

Windows 10
Android 7

Autentification,
updates, systems,
diagnosis …

Tablet as Hot Spot -Bluetooth

4G
LTE

4G
LTE

iONE Cruiser

Data
collection

TABLET*

New, Intelligent, Fast vehicle
communication interface
compatible for every kind
of vehicle

Improve performances
and increase diagnosis
operations speed
SO
Android 7.0
Flexible and Modular
architecture Sw/Hw to allow:
Implement fastly
the automotive technology
evolution
To be ready for the future
connectivity solution
Agile development and
release of new diagnosis
system

Indipendent from PC
performance

UPDATES
OTA (Over The Air)
USB

Indication
status device

PROTOCOLS
ISO 15765, ISO9141, ISO14230,
CAN ISO 11898, SAE J1939
SAE J2534 Pass-Thru
SAE J1850
DoIP (ISO13400)
supported

Product Requirements
Technical data

SCOPE OF DELIVERY
Diagnostic scan tool
Docking station
USB type C cable
Extension OBD cable
12V adapter

Connectivity
4G, NFC and GPS
Case
rugged, IP65
Dimensions
10.1” LCD-TFT
Resolution
1280 x 800
Screen protection
Gorilla Glass
*optional

Web
portal

The company reserves the right to modify the technical specifications of its products at any time. By Marketing - DPTCM000139A - 072019.

Device support for recharging and
software updates

Multicolour status LEDs

w w w ioneplatform.com

Torch function to light the OBD connector

Advanced Graphic User Interface
Clear and quick access to
information
ECUs multitasking
Management of different work
tasks

Self diagnosis

Eletrical
measurements
and
Physical
quantities

Technical
documentation

N

EW

Workshop
Technical data
ONLINE

Everything is designed to save time
and quickly access the information

